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ABSTRACT: In this work, nonlinear, stepping analytical
mobility scan functions are implemented to increase the
analytical separation and duty cycle during tandem Trapped
Ion Mobility Spectrometry and FT-ICR MS operation. The
differences between linear and stepping scan functions are
described based on length of analysis, mobility scan rate, signal-
to-noise, and mobility resolving power. Results showed that for
the linear mobility scan function only a small fraction of the
scan is sampled, resulting in the lowest duty cycle 0.5% and
longest experiment times. Implementing nonlinear targeted
scan functions for analysis of known mobilities resulted in
increased duty cycle (0.85%) and resolving powers (R up to 300) with a 6-fold reduction in time from 30 to 5 min. For broad
range characterization, a nonlinear mobility stepping scan function provided the best sensitivity, resolving power, duty cycle
(4%), and points per peak. The applicability of nonlinear mobility scan functions for the analysis of complex mixtures is
illustrated for the case of a direct infusion of a MCF-7 breast cancer cell digest, where isobaric peptides (e.g., DFTPAELR and
TTILQSTGK) were separated in the mobility domain (RIMS: 110) and identified based on their CCS, accurate mass (RMS: 550k),
and tandem MS using IRMPD in the ICR cell.

A common technical challenge faced when coupling
traditional preseparation technique (e.g., gas and liquid

chromatography) with FT-ICR MS is that FT methods rely on
measuring the free induction decay of ions over a period of
seconds per scan in order to achieve ultrahigh mass
resolution.1,2 The ultrahigh resolving power of FT-ICR MS
instrumentation has unique advantages in the analysis of
environmental,3 biological,4 and petroleum mixtures5 compared
to non-FT methods. However, optimal operation of the FT-
ICR MS (e.g., sensitivity and resolution) requires a well-defined
ion population in order to minimize coalescence of the ion
signal.6−8 Several groups have shown the analytical advantages
of coupling postionization separation techniques like ion
mobility spectrometry (IMS) to FT-ICR MS. For example,
the coupling of scanning IMS techniques (e.g., FAIMS)9 to FT-
ICR MS has been advantageous for the analysis of poly-
(ethylene glycol),10 proteins,11−13 and glycans.14 The coupling
of time-dispersive IMS techniques (e.g., drift tube IMS) has
also been shown for the separation of phosphopeptides15 and
to study ion−molecule reaction chemistry.16 Alternatively, we
have shown that time-independent IMS analyzers, such as
Trapped Ion Mobility Spectrometry (TIMS),17−19 can be
effectively coupled to FT-ICR MS in selective accumulation,20

oversampling,21 and gated22 modes of operation. These modes
of operation have enabled mobility resolving powers up to 300
and mass resolution up to 1 million, giving the unique

advantages when coupled to FT-ICR MS for the analysis of
complex mixtures.23−26

In this work, for the first time, nonlinear, stepping analytical
mobility scan functions are implemented in gated TIMS to
increase the analytical separation and duty cycle during tandem
TIMS and FT-ICR MS operation. Following the concept of
nonlinear mobility scan steps used in TIMS-TOF MS,27 the
differences between linear and nonlinear stepping scan
functions are described based on length of analysis, mobility
scan rate, signal-to-noise, and mobility resolving power. Three
modes of operations (i.e., linear, nonlinear targeted, and
nonlinear stepping) are evaluated and their application
illustrated for the mobility separation of a binary mixture of
isobaric peptides in a complex mixture, as well as the potential
for mobility selected tandem MS experiments.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials and Reagents. A Tuning Mix calibration

standard (G24221A) was obtained from Agilent Technologies
(Santa Clara, CA) and used as received. Peptides DFTPAELR
and TTILQSTGK were added at 10 μM to an MCF-7 digest26

at 2.68 μg/μL and 10% of 0.1% methanol/formic acid.
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TIMS and FT-ICR MS Analysis. TIMS separation was
performed using nitrogen as a bath gas at about 300 K, P1 =
2.2−2.47 and P2 = 0.9 mbar, and a constant Vout = 50 V and rf
(840 kHz and 240−260 Vpp). The TIMS-FT-ICR MS
experiments were acquired in chromatography mode, where
each MS scan was a single 1−8 Megaword (0.5−4 s) transient,
processed using a sine-squared apodization followed by fast-
Fourier transform (FFT) in magnitude mode with an
experimental resolving power of 50,000−550,000 at m/z 400.
The individual scans are converted to mobility using the
reported mobilities of hexakis fluorinated alkyl phosphazines
found in the tuning mix mixture m/z 622 K0 = 1.008, m/z 922
K0 = 0.826, m/z 1222 K0 = 0.711, m/z 1522 K0 = 0.632 cm2

V−1 s−1) more details can be found in the Supporting
Information.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In TIMS, ions are spatially resolved along the analyzer axis, in a
time independent process where ions reach an equilibrium
between the drag force caused by collisions with a moving gas
and the increasing electric field as a function of their
mobilities.17−19 The electric field is established by a voltage
gradient between the front (Vramp) and the end (Vout) of the
analyzer section, and stepwise reduction of Vramp causes the ions
to move toward the end of the analyzer in discrete mobility
resolved packets. The TIMS experiment, which typically lasts
between 100 and 500 ms, is traditionally coupled with a Time
of Flight (ToF) mass analyzer, which has an experiment time of
100−150 μs, and is capable of quickly sampling the mobility
separated ions as they elute from the TIMS analyzer. When
combined with FT-ICR MS, which has experiment times on the
order of seconds, the challenge becomes achieving an
analytically significant number of points across a mobility
peak in a reasonable amount of time. When coupled to FT-ICR
MS, the mobility range is sampled using discrete gating pulses,
therefore, the number of points across the peak is dependent
on the size of the elution steps. In a typical linear scan gated
TIMS experiment, the mobility range, mobility resolution,
analysis time, and number of points across a mobility peak are
defined by scan rate, Vramp range and gate width (see Figure 1).
For example, for a Vramp = 200 V, tramp = 100 ms, and a 1 ms
gate, the Tune Mix mobility peaks are characterized by just 3−4
points, from baseline, (i.e., 3−4 FT-ICR MS scans), which is
too low for a true analytical characterization of an IMS peak
profile (i.e., quantitative analytical characterization of a peak is
typically defined as 15−20 points per peak). By reducing the
gate width by half (1.0−0.5 ms), the number of points across
the mobility peak increases from 3−4 to 6−8 peaks at the cost
of doubling the analysis time (6−12 min). Another strategy to
increase the number of points per peak, is to decrease the scan
rate; for example, by doubling the ramp time from 100 to 200
ms over Vramp = 200 V with a gate width of 1 ms, the number of
points across the mobility peak increases from 3−4 to 6−8
peaks in 15 min, with slightly higher mobility resolution (Figure
1e vs d). If the gate width is then decreased from 1.0 to 0.5 ms,
10−12 points, from baseline, across the mobility are observed
with higher resolving power (R = 130−160). While reducing
the scan rate and gate width are effective methods for better
peak profiles and higher mobility resolving power, they come at
a cost of increasing the experiment time and reducing the duty
cycle (in this work duty cycle is calculated as the ratio of gate
width to the total IMS time). For example, in the described
TIMS-FT-ICR MS experiment a duty cycle of 0.5% is obtained

for the tramp = 200 ms, ΔVramp = 200 V, and 1.0 ms gate pulse
width. That is, in this approach, the majority of the analysis
time goes to scanning the Vramp voltage, with only a small
fraction of the scan steps allowed to be transmitted and
accumulated in the FT-ICR MS collision cell (defined by the
gate width).
An alternative to this approach is to utilize nonlinear targeted

mobility scan functions (nonlinear ΔVramp) where the scan rate
is adjusted based on the mobility regions of interest using
analytical (slow) and nonanalytical (fast) scan rates (see Figure
2). This procedure is like a targeted quadrupole MS experiment
where only specific masses are measured, and the others are
skipped. For example, when performing a targeted analysis for
ions at specific mobilities, the slower analytical portion of the
ramp are centered on the targeted mobility, which is known
beforehand. This approach not only reduces the analysis time
but has the potential for even slower scan rates potentially
leading to higher resolving power. For example, using a
nonlinear scan rate function the Tune Mix analysis is reduced
from 30 to 5 min using the same tramp and gate width and
ΔVramp range with similar or higher resolving power (see Figure
2b,c). Note that the ratio between analytical and nonanalytical
can be varied as a function of the number of mobility peaks of
interest without increasing the total experiment time. Under
these conditions, the duty cycle is improved to 0.85%, but
remains low since a narrow gate width is required to guarantee
enough points across the mobility peak of interest.

Figure 1. Typical linear scan TIMS profiles for Tuning Mix standard.
(a) Scan over (ΔVramp = 200 V) and tramp of 100 and 200 ms. (b) Gate
profile per step as a function of the gate time, letting subsequent
portions of the ramp into the FT-ICR MS. (c) IMS profiles for tramp =
100 ms and 1 ms gate pulse, (d) IMS profiles tramp = 100 and 0.5 ms
gate pulse, (e) IMS profiles tramp = 200 and 1 ms gate pulse, and (f)
IMS profiles tramp = 200 and 0.5 ms gate pulse. FT-ICR MS spectra
were collected at 1 MW with 0.5 s transient and RMS ∼ 50000 at m/z
400.
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In order to better correlate the timing of the analytical step in
the TIMS profile with the gate width, a nonlinear stepping scan
function can be designed such that only ions that are mobility
separated are gated into the FT-ICR MS collision cell (see
Figure 3). That is, a profile composed of a single analytical step

can be used along with a gate at a fixed position. Subsequent
mobilities are selected and separated by incrementing the
voltages of the analytical step, changing the mobility region that
undergoes high resolution separation (see Figure 3a). This
approach does not require prior knowledge of an ion’s mobility,
as in the previous approach, but allows the entire mobility
range to be separated with the highest resolving power (i.e.,
using the slowest ramp speed across the analytical step),

without exponential increases in time. For example, this
nonlinear scan function with mobility stepping results in high
resolving powers (up to 160), 26−30 points characterizing the
peaks in the IMS profile, and better duty cycle (∼4%; Figure
3d). Another advantage of this approach is that a priori
knowledge of the scan step of the peaks of interest is not
necessary to define the analytical scan, since the full mobility
range is acquired using slow scan rates (high mobility resolving
power). A summary of the presented methodologies is
provided in the Supporting Information
The proposed methodology was applied for the targeted

analysis of isobaric peptides from a MCF-7 breast cancer digest
sample: DFTPAELR (m/z 948.47852) and TTILQSTGK (m/z
948.53603). Direct infusion of the MCF-7 breast cancer digest
sample results in a highly complex MS spectrum. Taking
advantage of the ultrahigh mass resolution of the FT-ICR MS,
the signals corresponding to the DFTPAELR (m/z 948.47852)
and TTILQSTGK (m/z 948.53603) can be easily separated
with a resolving power of RMS ∼ 225000 at m/z 948. Moreover,
the addition of the mobility dimension is particularly useful in
analyzing these peptides because it enables complementary
confirmations based on (i) their collision cross section of the
peptides and (ii) tandem MS without the need of mass
selection of the parent ion in the mass domain since they are
separated in the mobility domain.26

The TIMS analysis using a linear scan function (tramp = 100
ms and gate width of 1 ms) lasted 1 h and provided a detailed
characterization of the MCF-7 breast cancer digest sample and
accurate CCS values of the two isobaric peptides (<2% error),
but they were not resolved in the mobility domain (resolving
power of 30). When nonlinear scan functions are utilized, the
analysis time is reduced to 10 min (Figure 4c) and 35 min (4d),
and the two peptides were resolved in the mobility domain
(resolving power exceeding 100). Because the nonlinear scan
function with mobility stepping has a greater duty cycle than
the linear or multisegments nonlinear functions, this mode can
be utilized to increase the analysis sensitivity with multiple fills
in the collision cells of mobility selected ion packets. Tandem
MS of mobility selected ion packets using infrared multiphoton

Figure 2. Comparison of the IMS profiles using (a) linear scan TIMS (ΔVramp = 200 V and tramp = 200 ms) and nonlinear scan TIMS with analytical
ramps of (b) ΔVramp = 10 V and (c) ΔVramp = 4 V over 15 ms. For all experiments, a 0.5 ms gate pulse was used. (Top; scanning ramp profiles are
shown in blue and bottom) IMS profiles are shown in CCS. FT-ICR MS spectra were collected at 1 MW with 0.5 s transient and RMS ∼ 50000 at m/
z 400.

Figure 3. (a) Typical nonlinear stepping mobility scan TIMS
experiment. The portions of the ramp highlighted in red are not
sampled, and with each subsequent step the voltages of the analytical
ramp are incremented, as shown by the black arrows, maintaining the
same ΔVramp. Typical Tune Mix results are shown for an ΔVramp = 3 V
scanned over (b) 3, (c) 6, and (d) 9 ms. FT-ICR MS spectra were
collected at 1 MW with 0.5s transient and RMS ∼ 50000 at m/z 400.
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dissociation (IRMPD) in the ICR cell permitted further
confirmation of the identities of DFTPAELR and
TTILQSTGK with 100% sequence coverage, respectively (see
tandem MS spectra in Figure S1). This example illustrates the
potential of using nonlinear scan mobility functions for
achieving high resolution mobility separation, better analytical
profile (number of points across the mobility peak), accurate
CCS measurements and increase duty cycle in tandem with
ultrahigh MS and tandem MS/MS separation. We anticipate
that this powerful and flexible instrumental platform will find
wide application in the analysis of complex mixtures in
biomedical, environmental, and forensic applications.

■ CONCLUSIONS

Several modes of operation of a TIMS analyzer in tandem with
FT-ICR MS were discussed. Differences in analysis time,
analytical profiles (number of points across the mobility peaks)
and resolving power were shown between linear and two forms
of nonlinear mobility scan functions: targeted and stepping.
Results showed differences in duty cycles from up to 1% with
the linear TIMS to 5% using nonlinear functions with variable
stepping TIMS. Compared to linear TIMS, the nonlinear
functions are able to achieve greater resolving powers by
decreasing the scan rate of the analytical step without increasing
the total analysis time. The advantage of the proposed
technology was successfully evaluated in a complex MCF-7
breast cancer digest sample for the separation and identification
of isobaric peptides with mobility resolving powers exceeding
110, accurate CCS measurements (<1% error) and tandem MS
using IRMPD in the ICR cell for sequence identification.

■ ASSOCIATED CONTENT
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The Supporting Information is available free of charge on the
ACS Publications website at DOI: 10.1021/acs.anal-
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Additional experimental information, Table S1 summa-
rizes the experimental results, and Figure S1 shows the
IRMPD spectra of peptides DFTPAELR and
TTILQSTGK (PDF).
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